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Girls flake after the 1st date
November 3, 2017 | 7 upvotes | by Greek-God-Brody

I've had quite a number of dates with girls from Tinder, and not one of them wanted to see me after the
1st date. This is starting to get on me and I was looking for a Red Pill perspective on this.
I've gotten pretty good at text / online / Tinder Game and I can easily get girls to want to meet me in real
life. I also have pretty good photos, done by a photographer.
I usually take a girl out for the first time, to a place where we have some drinks. Nothing fancy. With
some it went bad, with some it went ok, and with some I thought it went great. Last night, for example, I
went out with this cute blondie. Conversation between us was flowing, she gives me a few IOI's, starts
asking me question. After a while, she had an emergency call and had to go. Said she'd text me. Next day
she blocked me on WhatsApp! This fuckin' hurt.
So I'm really not sure why all these girls don't want too see me again. Could it be because:

My looks (different expectations that my Tinder profile). Don't think so, why would they stay for
the whole date if they wouldn't find me somewhat attractive?
My voice, which I guess is submissive and not manly enough. (working on it though)
my anxiety? Working on this too, I tend to make all kinds of gestures that show I'm not comfortable
enough in my own skin, or anxious, or afraid
Boyfriend material vibe instead of player material vibe. I may be wrong here, but could it be that
the girl was simply looking for a good fuck and the signals the got from me was that of a long-term
prospect (aka beta BF)?
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Comments

[deleted] • 6 points • 3 November, 2017 10:27 AM 

If you're twitchy and look different than your profile pics, you get blown off.

Why would you shoot yourself in the foot like that?

Think of it the other way around... this hottie shows up for your date but all her pics were from 3 years ago and
she's gained 40lbs and a moustache, and she has a stutter. You gonna call her again? Not only has she
misrepresented herself, she was stupid because there was NO way you wouldn't notice the blatant lies. Makes
you wonder what other things are not up and up.

Wouldn't you fake an emergency and GTFO?

Girls operate covertly. They won't just come out and tell you you're a twitchy creepy liar that misrepresented
himself, so fuck off.

They'll be polite but distant, then get the hell away as soon as possible.

You doing your job while on the actual date? Polarize/isolate/escalate? trying to make her feel secure and
comfortable?

Greek-God-Brody[S] • 3 points • 3 November, 2017 10:32 AM* 

Thanks for the answer.

I definitely don't look different from my profile pics. All my photos are very recent(1 - 4 months). I've even
gotten fitter and muscular since.

It's gotta be my personality. I'm a recovering socially anxious and awkward guy who's got a long way till
freedom. I've gotten decent at holding a conversation, spiking her emotions every once in a while. I do fail at
being Polarizing and man to woman.

Ramesses_ • 2 points • 3 November, 2017 01:41 PM 

If this is true (which we have no reason to doubt you) then it's definitely your social skills. Countless
women have told me they've seen a hot guy at a bar and lost interest when he opened his mouth. These
are dates dude, it's not a loud club where they're drunk and you can pull to smash on looks alone.
Women's attraction to men is a combination of looks and behaviour. You must have the looks down or
you wouldn't get the match and date. So your behaviour is causing them to lose attraction. What
behaviour exactly we'll never know.

I know this is tough but you may just have to keep powering through the sidebar and improving your
weaknesses. Or otherwise stick to game you can rely exclusively on looks such as a loud bar. Or possibly
just invite girls to your place straight from tinder instead of going for the date.

Mudpielol • 2 points • 3 November, 2017 02:03 PM 

Next day she blocked me on WhatsApp! This fuckin' hurt

Why? you just went on ONE date with her. Work on not giving so many fucks. Tinder is a numbers game. Go
out more.

King_Folly • 2 points • 3 November, 2017 05:09 PM 

Dating is definitely a numbers game. It's a waste of time and energy time to dwell on dates that didn't pan
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out. In my own experience (I recently did the math), only 1 of 8 dates turns into a second date. Like OP, I
wish I knew why, but I suspect it's just that human beings are complicated, life is messy, and compatibility is
not assured. So if she blocks you on WhatsApp, or unmatches you on Tinder, or whatever, move on because
it's not you, it's the game.

Mudpielol • 1 point • 3 November, 2017 05:24 PM 

Thing is you won't get any answers so Don't dwell on it

Tschoo2 • 1 point • 8 November, 2017 11:33 AM 

That's really hard to tell without being part of the situation. I think people you meet on Tinder generally have a
greater tendency to be flakey, so that's not so much on you. If you have the option, try to ask the girls themselves
for feedback, because that way you'll get a more accurate answer. I once asked a girl on OkCupid for feedback
why she stopped writing me and she told me that she just didn't find me that attractive, which is something I can
accept. I know it might be weird, but what better information on what to change could you get?

cellphon • 1 point • 3 November, 2017 11:10 AM 

100% pictures not matching up reality. Why they don't leave then? Because it's very rude. I had multiple dates
where the girl was fatter and older then her pictures but I didn't had the heart to just walk away. So we sat for an
hour having drinks, she thought we had chemistry and I never contacted them again.

Why and how your pictures don't match actuality? Older? Fatter?

Greek-God-Brody[S] • 2 points • 3 November, 2017 11:43 AM 

This is not the case. I've responded to Triadis3.

thr0w4w4yaway • 1 points • 3 November, 2017 01:03 PM [recovered]

Is there a chance you can ask them for honest opinion?

[deleted] • 3 points • 3 November, 2017 01:53 PM 

Women will NEVER give you an honest opinion.

Thats why you need to look at what they do, not what they say.

GGB - absolutely do not do this... you'll come across as an even bigger creep. You're done.

Looking backward is never the answer.

Greek-God-Brody[S] • 1 point • 3 November, 2017 01:25 PM 

Guess I'll ask the ones who haven't blocked me.

nightmancommeth • -3 points • 3 November, 2017 11:52 AM 

Its always looks. If youre good looking enough they will at least bang you. They wont give 2 shits about your
personality.
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